Kashti- Sail it well!
We at the Raisoni Group of Institutions believe in carving every niche in the curriculum of our institute
which makes sure to enable a comprehensive development of the students. Immense is taken care with
respect to the academics and cultural front. Yet again, our institute also emphasizes on personality
development. Thus, a plethora of cultural events is organized, ensuring the complete growth our
students.
One such event hosted by us is Kashti!
What is Kashti?






It’s a 3 days youth festival
The event is divided into three parts – the cultural, the technical and the sports
A plethora of activities by the students, for the students and to the students
Participation of the students across the Central India
Celebrity performance on the final day

What does it include?
For the students who are creative artists- an array of competitions, including singing, dancing, nukkad
natak, mimes, skits, and fashion shows. Come and explore
For the students who are technical champs- a range of competitions, including paper presentation, 3 C
report, business quiz, personality contest, group discussions, face painting, wall painting. Explore and
Rejoice
For the students who are sports enthusiasts- a variety of competitions including, cricket, table tennis,
tug of war, chess, carom, box cricket, pool. Rejoice and Indulge

How can the students benefit from it?






Firsthand experiences for the students to design the event, conduct it, execute it and participate
in it.
A single platform to showcase many number talents they have.
The initial 2 days are for the elimination rounds. The Final rounds are concluded in the last day
of the festival. Thus, the students can participate in more than one event seamlessly.
The final day of the event marks a celebrity performance. It is an enthralling experience.
Some of the most amazing prizes to be won in the form of cash prizes, trophies and certificates.

Life is a sea to cross through. We as your educators have provided you with all the right instruments to
make the boat (Kashti) for the same. But, it is for you to decide on how to make the boat, sail it in the
sea and make sure it reaches the coast of success.

Welcome to the boat! Just make sure that you don’t stop sailing!

